16*2 REV. iM. O'BRIEN ON SYMBOLIC FORMS DERIVED FROM THE CONCEPTION
of the kind called " distributive ," and from its distributiveness all great measure follow as necessary consequences. Now this is a fact of great import ance to be borne in mind, a thing to which the truly mathematical adage " when found make a note o f " fully applies. There is no notation actually purpose; but there are two nearly obsolete signs, which by an easy and natural generalization, and according to the most approved rules of mathematical interpreta tion, might be made to serve effectually as representatives of the effects produced generally by the translation of a directed magnitude. My design, in what follows, is to show this, and establish the laws according to which these signs are to be used in their enlarged signification. Afterwards I shall endeavour to justify the proposed innovation, if such it is to be considered, by showing its utility in a variety of cases.
(2.) Instances which suggest the proposed symbolization.-There are three ele mentary conceptions which have suggested to my mind the principles which it is the object of this paper to develope, and they will serve here as means of introducing the subject, and furnish the best foundation to build upon. They are the following:-1 st. The generation of surface by the parallel motion of a right , of which the simplest instance is a parallelogram ABCD supposed to be generated by the motion of AB, parallel to itself, along AD.-2ndly. The effect produced on a rigid, body by the translation of a force A acting upon it from one point A to another B, the direction of the force remaining unaltered; which effect, as is well known, consists in that peculiar tendency to motion that results from the action of the couple composed of the force at B, and a force equal and oppo site to the original force at A.-3rdly. The effect produced by the translation of a force resulting from the actual motion of its point of application; which effect is now usually designated by the term work. If the point of application be supposed to describe the path ADB, the force pjg 3 all the time acting parallel to its original direction, a certain amount of work is accumulated in consequence of the translation of the D force, and this is the effect I allude to. Now in each of these cases the conception in the mind is that of the effect produced by the translation of a directed magnitude; an what is worthy of special remark is this, that in each of these cases the effect alluded to is represented by the product of two f a c t o r s , one being the other the amount of translation it undergoes. Thus, in the case shown by figure 1, the surface generated is denoted by the product of AB into the perpendicular or lateral distance between AB and C D ; of which, AB is the translated magnitude, and the perpendicular the amount of translation that takes place laterally. In the case shown by figure 2, the effect is also represented by the product of the translated magnitude, that is, the force, into the amount of lateral translation. In the case shown by figure 3, if we suppose BC to be the direction of the force produced back 4 ward to meet a perpendicular AC let fall from A upon it, the effect produced, that is, the work accumulated, is represented by the product of the translated magnitude (the force, namely,) into the amount of translation which takes place, not laterally, as before, but l o n g i t u d i n a l l y, that is, along the direction of the force, which longitu dinal translation is manifestly CB.
(3.) From these three instances the idea naturally arises of some necessary connec tion between the translation of a directed magnitude and the product of the two factors, the magnitude translated and the amount of translation ; or, to say the least, there appears to be some ground for conceiving that the product in question may be the proper form of notation for representing the translation. And, secondly, the necessity of distinguishing between lateral and longitudinal translation is clearly indicated, inasmuch as the longitudinal effect is zero in the first two cases, while the lateral effect is zero in the third case. Taking my clue from these suggestions, I shall now proceed to explain my proposed method of notation; observing, that my object is to make it as general as possible consistently with definiteness and utility, and that, for this reason, I shall employ all the generalizations of the elementary algebraical signs which are now admitted by mathematicians.
I shall also adopt, to a certain extent, the views of Symbolical Algebra taken by the late Mr. G regory, and published by him in several papers, but especially in one read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh on the Foundations of Algebra. I may observe, however, that my proposed method of notation does not assume the correct ness of these views, and might be enunciated independently of them; but they appear to my mind to form the most satisfactory theory of Symbolical Algebra. I .
I. P reliminary D efinitions, Statements, etc.
(4.) Directed Magnitude.-I use this term to denote any of those magnitudes which we represent graphically by arrows; remarking that an arrow represents three things, viz. an origin or point of application, marked by its feather-extremity; a p ticular magnitude represented by its length; and a particular direction shown by the barb.
(5.) Translation, Lateral and Longitudinal.-" Transla tion" is the term employed to denote that peculiar and simplest change of position of a rigid body which consists in the parallel and equal motion of all its component particles. I shall use the same term to denote a change of position of a directed magnitude without change of direction, as is shown in fig. 4 . The translation therefore of a directed magnitude consists in simple alteration of " origin," as from A to B in the figure.
But this alteration of origin is of a twofold nature, being partly lateral and partly longitudinal. If CD be the indefinite line of direction in which the arrow at A lies, and E F that in which the arrow at B lies, the transla tion from A to B consists of two distinct motions; namely, the shifting of the line of direction from CD to EF, and the shifting of the origin along the line of direction through a space amounting to GB. The former I shall call lateral and the latter longitudinal translation.
If v denote a directed magnitude which is supposed to be trans lated from A to B, and if u denote the line AB, I shall speak of the translation as that o fv along u ; a proper mode of expression, be cause every point of the representative arrow v undergoes a motion equivalent in magnitude and direction to u. The translation of v along u is lateral when the angle at A is 90°, and longitudinal when 0°.
(6.) Distributiveness.-If f (x) be a function of x wh expressed by the equation f(x ) + f f ) =/(<*+A it is said to be a distributive function of x. If x be any number positive, negative, integral or fractional, it may be shown from this equation that f( x ) = C x, C denoting a quantity independent of x, namely be not a number, but some symbol, whether of specific quantity or operation, the notation Cx has no meaning recognised in ordinary algebra. Hence, followi well-known precedent of indices*, we may generalize the meaning of Cx by assuming it to be the symbolical form for denoting every function, f which distributive. If we further suppose, that f(x ), and therefore C, is a distributive function of another independent variable y, we shall find that C-C'y and C x= C 'xy.
Thus we may, by the same process of generalization, assume C'xy to be the symbolical form for denoting every function of x and y which is distributive with regard to both x and y. C1 here is manifestly the value of the function when and 1. Now if we adopt C' to be the unit of the function, as, in fact, we do in many cases of ordinary products, the symbolic form for denoting the function becomes simply xy.
(7.) This appears to me to be the simplest and best method of defining the nota tion xy in Symbolical Algebra; though I need not avail myself of it here as it is not necessary for my purpose. All I require is some simple notation for denoting a dis tributive function of two variables ; for, as I hope to show, this distributiveness is a characteristic of great importance to be distinctly " noted" in the case of the trans lation of a directed magnitude. Now there are three different forms in which a pro duct is written in ordinary algebra, viz. xy x .y and : of these, the latter two are now seldom used, and there is no necessity whatever for this redundancy of forms for denoting the same thing. Instead, therefore, of inventing new symbols for representing distributive functions, I shall venture to appropriate the almost obsolete forms
x .y and x X y to the purpose. At the same time it must be borne that, according to the views of many eminent mathematicians, the product of x and y in Symbolical Algebra may be defined to be any distributive function of x and and thus the appropriation of x .y and x X y here proposed is nothing more than a legiti mate application of these forms.
(8.) I shall therefore assume x .y and to be symbolical forms for denoting distributive functions of x and?/; in other words, I shall consider and x X y to be completely defined by the equations x.y-\-x'.y= (x-{-x') .y X y x .y + x .y '= x .{y + y ') just as the symbolic form am is completely defined by the equation (9.) Whether x.y and x X y are " C o m m u t a t i v e" functions of x and ?/, i. e. w x .y -y. x, and x x y = y X x ,does not appear from these defining equations, and there fore it must be decided by the particular nature of the quantity or operation which each of these forms is assumed to represent.
(10.) Signification of the sign + . In Symbolical Algebra the sign -f-may be re garded as simply an abbreviation for the words " together with," and thus u-\-v means simply u " together with " v, or u and v " p together.''' Now these with " may be taken in a great variety of senses, as the following examples taken from ordinary algebra show, viz.
3 + 5 = 8, 3£+5s.=780</., 3 + 4^-I = ( 2 + x/^l ) 2, 5 miles east+ 5 miles w est=0, &c. &c.
In the first example + means a " putting " by simple numerical ad the second, a " putting t o g e t h e r " of certain pieces of gold and silve to a certain conventional value set on them ; in the third, a mere symbolical " putting together;" and so on. Hence it is clear that in using the sign + as an abbreviation ' of the words " together with," the precise nature of the "putting together" is supposed to be understood in each case. I shall therefore define the notation, u-\-v, to mean, u and v put together in a sense supposed to he understood. Now in some cases it is very important that the precise nature of the "putting to gether" denoted by the sign + should be clearly understood, and therefore distinctly specified. This it will be necessary for me to do here with reference to two remark able significations which have been given to the sign + .
(11.) The first is that signification given to + in Symbolical Geometry. If u and v denote two lines of certain magnitudes and drawn in certain direc- 
tions, then
u-\-v is assumed to denote u and v put together as in the figure 6 ; that is, the beginning-point or origin of v coinciding with the end-point (if I may so use the words) of u. The second significationis that given to -f~ in Symbolical Mechanics. If u and denote two forces of certain magnitudes and directions, is assumed to denote ^ u and v put together as in figure 7 ; that is, the origin of v coinciding, not y with the e n d -p o i n t, as before, but with the origin of The distinction I ^" allude to here is of considerable importance, and requires to be very closely attended to in applying lines to represent forces generally, as will appear. It might be well to distinguish these two significations of + by appropriate terms. I cannot think of any better words, for the purpose, than the two, " ," and " the putting together in fig. 6 is manifestly effected by tracing the two lines in imme diate su c c e ssi o n , while that in fig. 7 is a simultaneous application at the same origin. I shall therefore call the putting together in fig. 6 successive , and that in fig. 7 simultaneous addition.
(12.) Signification of the sign Like + , the sign = denotes equivalence in a certain sense supposed to he understood; thus in the example, 3£+5s.=78(k/., it denotes equivalence as regards the conventional value of certain coins. In Symbolical Geometry = has reference to the change of position of the tracing-point by which lines are supposed to be drawn. Thus if u, v, w denote three traced lines, the equation, uJr v = iv i means, that the tracing of u-{-v is the same thing as the tracing of iv, so fa r as the change of position of the tracing-point is concerned. In this sense it is clear, that w must be the third side of the triangle in fig. 8 . In Symbolical Mechanics = has reference to mechanical effect. Thus if u ,v, w be three forces, u-\-v=w, means, that the mechanical effect of u -f-v the same as that vj of w ; in other words, it means, that w is the resultant of u and v.
(13.) Representation of Forces hy L i n e s . The suitability of lines to represent forces is obvious enough in ordinary Mechanics, where + has the signification of mere numerical addition; but when we come to Symbolical Mechanics this suitability is no longer a thing to be assumed. A little consideration will show that the question, " Can we assume lines to represent forces generally ?" may be stated symbolically as follows, viz. If the lines u and v respectively represent the forces U and V, in mag nitude and direction, will u -\ -va lso represent U + V in magnitude not, the graphical mode of representation becomes inadmissible symbolically. Now, it is clear, by reference to figures 8 and 9, that this question amounts to asking, whether the Parallelogram of Forces is true or not ? for the peculiar signification of -p in Symbolical Geometry makes u + v denote the diagonal of the parallelogram constructed on u and v as sides; whereas the Mechanical signification of + in U-pV makes it denote the resultant of U and V.
Hence it follows that the general representation of forces by lines assumes the truth of the Parallelogram of Forces as a necessary condition; and, consequently, any symbolical proof of the Parallelogram of Forces which assumes that lines may be taken generally as representatives of forces, amounts to reasoning in a circle.
My object here, however, in the remarks just made, is to point out the importance of distinctly marking the two significations of the sign -f-.
(14.) In all cases that I shall be concerned with, successive and simultaneous addi tion are virtually equivalent, so far as the representation of directed magnitudes by lines is concerned. As regards the statical effect , the Parallelogram of Forces shows th is: as regards the dynamical , the Second Law of Motion (I mean Newton's 2nd Law) does the same. As regards velocities and displacements the thing is obvious.
(15.) Directed Units. I shall call an arrow of a unity of length (whether it represents a traced line, a force, a velocity, or any other kind of directed magnitude) a ie directed unit." I shall always reserve the letters a, |3, y to denote a set of three directed units at right angles to each other. Hence, if AX, AY, AZ be three rectangular axes to which a, (3. y are respectively parallel; and if
x, y, z denote numerically the three coordinates of any point P ; xu, y(3, zy will be the symbols representing these three coordinates in magnitude and d i r e c t i o n, inasmuch as means x directed units put together by successive or geometrical addi tion, all in the direction parallel to AX; and so also as regards y\3 and zy. Also if u be taken to denote the line AP in magni tude and direction, we have, by successive addition, u -xcc-f -?//3+ z The point P is often called the point ( , x y z ), I may therefore spe (u), inasmuch as u completely defines its position.
If X, Y, Z denote numerically three forces parallel to AX, AY, AZ, it is clear that their complete symbolical representatives are Xa, Y/3, Zy. Also, if U denote the resultant of these three forces, we have U =X a-fY /3+Z y. But here + denotes simultaneous addition: we may, however, assuming the truth of the Parallelogram of Forces, regard it as the successive + , if we please.
(16.) As just observed, I shall always suppose a, (3, to be a set of three rectangular directed units; I shall suppose the same also as regards a,', j3r, y '; a", (3"} y", &c., using the dashes to denote different sets of directed units; but the three in each set are always assumed to be at right angles to each other, unless the contrary be specified.
In speaking of lines as regards magnitude and direction, I shall always use the word " d i r e c t i o n " as equivalent to " directed u n it;" thus I shall call a the " direc tion " of the line xa. The complete symbol of a line may be therefore described as direction multiplied by its magnitude.
(17.) If r denote the magnitude, and a! the direction of u, u=ra!, and therefore, putting for u its value above, we find / x , Vr> . z a -7«+J:/3+-y, But it is to be remembered that the sign -* here does not denote the same identical operation in these three cases; nor is it necessary that it should, any more than the sign -. I shall have no occasion to make any use of the sign -£, or any reference to the connections just given between a, (3 and y, except in some future applications of my method, chiefly in Geometry. The statement just made is intended to show what a, /3, y are with reference to the square roots of -(or -1), and to point out distinctly that a, /3, y are not supposed to be square roots of unity, but merely direction-units.
(19.) Remarkable signification of da, d(3, dy. This signification I pointed out and made use of in a paper read before the Cambridge Philosophical Society (Nov. 1846), and it may be briefly stated here for the purpose of reference in certain applications of the present method. If a and a! be two directed-units at an in- Fig. n . definitely small angle to each other, we have a1 -a -da ; but a'-a is the line joining the extremities of a and a', and this line is at right angles to a and a' (ultimately), because a and a' are lines of equal length. Hence da is the expression for an indefinitely small line at right angles to a.
This signification of da is one of great importance in Symbolical Geometry and Mechanics : thus for example, if a, (3, y denote direction-units in a rigid body, the angular velocities of the rigid body are represented, in magnitude and direction, by
inasmuch as da, d [ 3, dy represent, in magnitude and direction, the described in the time t by the extremities of these three direction-units. Of course I mean by the word " anglef here, the circular arc which measures it. The im portance of this signification of da, df3, dy will be manifest in many parts of what follows.
II. Symbolical R epresentation of the two E ffects produced by the T ranslation of a D irected M agnitude.
(20.) The Effects symbolized.-It has been shown that the translation of v along u is, generally, of a twofold nature, partly lateral and partly Fig. 12 . dinal; it is my object to express symbolically the whether they are geometrical or mechanical effects, by the two kinds of translation. The effect produced by the lateral part of the transla-*-^ tion of va long u I shall call the lateral effect, and that produced by the longitudinal part, the longitudinal effect.
(21.) 1'he two Effects are, each, Distributive Functions of u and v. Let (u, v) denote the lateral effect of the translation of v along u ; let ua nd u! represent the lines AB and B B '; produce the arrows (v) both ways indefinitely to show the of direction in which v lies in the three parallel positions at A, B, and B '; draw AGH and BG' at right angles to these parallel lines of direction (CD, EF, E'F'). Observe, that v, u and u! are not necessarily in the same plane. Now, as assumed,/(w, v)d enotes the effect produced by the shifting of the line CD to the parallel position E F ; f(u', v) denotes that by a farther shifting, namely from EF to the parallel position E 'F ': which two shiftings u put t o g e t h e r " come to the same thing as one shifting froth CD to E'F'. Now since AB' is represented by u-\-u', the effect of this last-mentioned shifting is denoted by f(u-\-u', v ) : we have therefore f{u, v)+f(u', v)= f(u + u', v), that is, the lateral effect of the translation of v along u is a distributive function as regards u.
In precisely the same way it may be shown, that the longitudinal effect is also a distributive function as regards u. For it is manifest that the three translations, viz. that along u, that along u', and that along u-\-u', amount respectively to GB, G'B', and MB', as regards longitudinal effect, and we have H B '= G B + G 'B '. Whence the conclusion is evident.
It remains to show that both effects are distributive functions as regards v also; and this is immediately obvious: for the trans lation of va long u " together with " that of v' along u, is the same thing as the translation of v-\-v' along u ; and thus, whether / de note the lateral or longitudinal effect, we have It is impoitant to obseive, here, that the -f~ in denotes , while that in v-\-v' denotes simultaneous addition. (23.) Notation adopted to represent the two effects. I have stated above the reasons why u.v and u x v may be appropriated to denote, simply, any distributive functions of u and v. I have here shown the existence of two such functions, very important to be " noted" symbolically, and to be distinguished from each other. I shall therefore venture farther to employ the notation u.v exclusively for the pur pose of representing the lateral effect of the translation of v along and the notation u X v exclusively to represent the longitudinal effect.
(24.) As regards the order of the f a c t o r s, I shall a factor is the translated magnitude, and the first factor the line along which it is translated.
(25.) In using these notations I am not warranted to attribute to them, without proof, any property of an ordinary product, except its distributiveness: for example, I must not put Hence, before we can decide whether (mu) .v=m (u.v), we must determine whether the translations of v from A to A', from A' to A", from A" to A", Sac. are equivalent to each other in e f f e c t ; for, if they are, i in effect whether we repeat the translation of v from A to A' five times, or simply translate v from A to A', from A' to A", from A" to A'", and so on to B. The question then comes to this-Are we to regard translations as equivalent to each other, in effect, when the magnitudes translated and the lines along which they are translated are respectively equivalent to each other, whether the translations take place in the same part of space or not ?
( 29 This assumption holds true, manifestly, in each of the three suggesting cases from which I have taken my start (see art. 2), and I am therefore justified in adopting it, with the understanding, of course, that it be shown to hold true, or tacitly admitted, in all cases to which the notation may be applied; or else, should the occasion require it, be abandoned, and, with it, the property expressed by the equation -m(u.v). 
And generally, by what has been proved, we have (mu) .(nv)-n{(mu) .v) = mn(u.v) ;
and, similarly, (mu) X (nv) =mn(u X v). It appears thus that numerical coefficients, occurring in the symbolic forms u.v and u x v, may always be brought out and incorporated by actual multiplication*.
(31.) May the order of the factors u and v in the symbolic forms u.v and u changed, or n o t ?-First, as regards u.v, may we put ? Here I may repeat that the second factor always denotes the translated magnitude, or rather, the repre sentative arrow. Thus the question is-as regards lateral effect, is the translation of the magnitude represented by the arrow v along the line u equivalent to the trans lation of that represented by the arrow u along the line v. This is easily decided as follows.
(32.) It is clear that the lateral effect of the translation of a magnitude its own direction is zero: it follows therefore that ; also that 
Uft
It appears then that u X v and vX u are equivalent as regards both magn (34.) Thus u.v is commutative with change of sign, while is simply commuta tive. The reason of the change of sign in the former may be easily interpreted as follows. An arrow has two distinct which, for the sake of fixing ideas, I may call right and left, and which may be defined by supposing that I stand on the plane of the paper looking in the direction of the arrow. Now, referring to fig. 19 , it is clear that the translation of v along u is laterally a motion to the right side, while that of u along v is to the left,the translated magnitude in both cases being that with reference to which I speak of right and left. Thus the meaning of the equation v .u --u.v is obvious. (36.) A ll Units of Longitudinal Translation are equivalent to each other. For let a and a! denote any two directed units whatever; then, as above, (a+ a') X (a-a ')= 0 ;
wherefore, since aX a, = «fX a3 we have a X^® 1 X a!. In illustration of this result the third suggesting , that of Mechanical Work, may be quoted; inasmuch as work is the effect of longitudinal translation, and all units of work are equivalent to each other, no matter in what directions the working forces act.
(37.) All Units of Lateral Translation, in the same or in para lent to each other.-Let a, j3, oi, f3' lie in the same plane, and let & den which cd makes with a, and therefore that also which makes with (art. 16): then (art. 17) a'=c6 cos
we have .*., observing that a.a=(3.j3=0,and
Hence all units of lateral translation in the same, or in parallel planes, are equivalent to each other. In illustration of this result, the second suggesting instance, that of a Couple, may be quoted; for all unit-couples in the same or in parallel planes are equivalent to each other.
(38.) Directrix.-Hence, in expressing a unit of lateral translation, it is only neces sary to specify a plane parallel to that in which the translation takes place; or, what is better and immediately suggested by the theory of couples, it is only necessary to specify a line at right angles to the plane of translation. Such a line I shall, however, designate by the word " d i r e c t r i x, " not axis; because there is no idea of rotation in volved in the present theory, translation being a kind of motion essentially different from rotation. I shall assume y to be the directrix of and of all units of lateral translation in planes at right angles to y ; and, generally, I shall define the directrix of any unit of lateral translation to be a directed unit at right angles to the plane of that translation.
(39.) But, since 06.(3=-(3.c6, it is necessary to distinguish posi tive from negative translations; and this may be done by giving an appropriate sign to the directrix. I shall therefore assume generally, that my is the directrix of moo.(3, m being any number positive or negative. Thus -y will be the directrix ofthat is, of (3.06.And, hence, I may adopt the following criterion of sign. I shall suppose myself standing at right angles to the plane of translation in such a position that the translated magnitude points to the right, while I face the direction in which the translation takes place; and then I shall take an arrow pointing from foot to head as the directrix. According to written underneath the following translations are their respective directrices; viz.
a Hence there are raw sin 0 units in the translation u.v : raw sin 0, t rical magnitude of u.v, and its directrix is (rawsin^)y.
Again, uX v -m n cos 0 { u x a), (since a X/3=0). Hence the uX vis raw cos 0.
(41.) It is worth remarking that raw sin 0, the numerical magnitude of is the area of the parallelogram completed on u and v as sides.
(42.) The Directrix of the Sum of two translations is the Sum of their Let the two translations be raa./3 and m'u'.p', and their directrices, of course, ray and ra'yf; let EB be the intersection of the two planes of these trans lations, and take A B =ra and BC=ra/, AB and BC being drawn at right angles to BE, AB in the plane of a./3, and BC in the plane of u'.p'. Now, since all units of lateral translation in the same plane are equivalent to each other, I may turn a and /3, a' and /3' about in their respective planes, until both a and a' coincide with B E ; in which case /3 and p' will coincide with AB and BC respectively; then AB will become ra/3, and BC ra'/3Let the third side of the triangle ABC be m"P" as shown in the figure. Then the sum of the two transla tions is mu.p-\-m'cc'.p which, since a '= a , becomes a.(ra/3+Wi'/3') ;
and this, since mp-\~m'P'=m"P", becomes m"a,.p".
Let m"yn be the directrix of th is: then it is clear that y, y' and y", being each at right angles to a, lie in the plane of the triangle ABC, and consequently my, m'y and m"y"are the three sides of the triangle ABC, supposing it to be turned round in its plane through 90°. It follows therefore that m"y"= my -f-m'y', 
J3
that is, the directrix of the sum of the two translations is the sum of their direc trices.
(43.) Generally, it is manifest from this result, that the Directrix of the of any number of Translations is the Sum of their Directrices.
It is not necessary to point out the importance of this rule as regards the summa tion of translations, nor its identity with the well-known rule in the Theory of Couples.
(44.) For the sake of convenience it will be worth while to employ some abbre viated mode of specifying the directrix of any translation ; for this purpose I shall adopt the following notation, which, it will be found, will answer all purposes, and at the same time very distinctly mark that property in which the peculiar relation be tween a translation and its directrix consists. The property I allude to is the theorem just proved in article 42.
I shall employ the letter D to stand as an abbreviation for the words " directrix o ff and thus D(zz.t>) will mean the directrix of the translation u.v. It will be borne in mind, then, that D { u . v )d enotes a line at right angles to the plane of , and con taining as many units of length as there are units of area in the parallelogram con structed on u and v. &c. &c. (49.) Symbol fo r Units of Longitudinal Translation.-It has been shown that these units are all equal to each o th er; a unit of longitudinal translation is therefore an absolute constant. No distinctive symbol is necessary, therefore, to represent these units, and it will be allowable to employ the common unit (1) for the purpose; just in the same way that we denote all units, whether they be linear, superficial, cubical, mechanical, by this common symbol. I shall therefore always represent a unit of longitudinal translation by 1; and thus put a X a = l, j3 x /3 = l, yXy=l; and generally, if m and n denote the magnitudes of u and , we have (art. 41) u X v -mn cos 0, 0 being the angle made by u and v.
(50.) Hence if cc and od be any two " aX ofecosine of angle made by a and a!. Hence the operation (a (a x ) performed on v gives the projection of v on u, and the operation (1 -(aXa) the coprojection \ where a denotes the " direction" of it is clear that the symbol a.v denotes, in magnitude, the coprojection of vo n a ; and it also represents the plane of But Da.v is a better symbol to use ; for its magnitude is the same as that of and, in direction, it denotes a line at right angles to the plane of projection.
(54.) Repetition of the Operation (Da.). This operation is often to be performed twice in investigations, and, on this account, the following relation is important, viz.
( D a. (D a.a') .
To prove this, let /3 be chosen so as to lie in the plane (aa'), and let 0 denote the angle which a and a' make with each o th er; then (by art. In this case a is any unit line whatever at right angles to v, and therefore, in Solid Geometry, (-)£ or \ f -1 has not two (as in Plane Geometry) but an infinite number of values.
(56). It is clear from the relation (Da.)2t'= -v, that (Da.) has all the properties of the sign -1, provided it he perforated on lines at rightangles to a. But (Da.) is a far better sign for actual use in Solid Geometry than MDCCCLII, 2 A /^I , because the latter is indefinite, not distinguishing what particular root ofis m eant; but the former is perfectly definite, inasmuch as it indicates one particular root of -namely, that root which denotes rotation through 90° about a as axis*. * Sir W . H amilton, in his System of Symbolic Geometry and Quaternions, which may be truly described as one of the most profound and beautiful theories in the whole range of abstract science, assumes the letters i, j , k to denote particular values of V -1. In a certain limited sense, the are equivalent to these; for i, j , k denote rotation through 90° about the axes a, y=*73, a=jy, and, therefore, since y= D a./3 , a= D /3.y, /3 = D y.a, it is clear that i,j, k, and (Da.), (D/3.), (Dy.), so far, denote the same operations. But the operations are different in g e n e r a l ; for i2= -1 always, but (D a.)2, as has equivalent to -1, except when performed on lines at right angles to a.
There is one difficulty, I confess, I cannot get over in Sir W. H amilton's Theory, no doubt from some misconception on my part, or from taking too narrow a view of the meaning of the sign V' -1. The difficulty I allude to consists in this. Sir W . H amilton assumes i, j , k not only to be particular values of V -1, but also absolute directions (i. e. units of direction) : in short he uses i, j , k in the same sense as a, /3, y above, and in the same sense also as (Da.), (D/3.), (Dy.). Now my difficulty arises from my not being able to see how particular values of */ -1 can denote anything (geometrically) but change of direction, or to perceive, that they can be used with propriety as symbols of those rectangular units of direction.
However this may be, it is important to explain the fact, that, in the results to which I have been led by the conception of translation, there are no general relations corresponding to i2= -1, f = -1, A 2= -1.
In my method, a, /3, y are simple units of direction and nothing more; and instead of the relations just put down, I have been led, by the conception of translation, to the following, viz.-a .a = 0 , /3./3ssO, y .y = 0 a x a = l , /3 x /3 = l, yxy=l; though, aa regards the last three relations, all that I have a right to assert as a matter of necessity is, that a x a= /3 x /3= y x y. Also, I find (Da.)2= -1, (D/3.)2= --1, (Dy .)2= -1, but only when performed on lines at right angles to a, |3, y respectively. I may observe that if uv denote the product of u and v according to Sir W. Hamilton's Theory, it may be thus expressed in terms of my translation-products; viz.- -I have now said enough, I think, to explain the nature of the proposed symbolization, and the general rules which regulate the application of the two translation-products. I have based the whole theory simply and exclusively on the conception of translation, taking my clue from the three suggesting instances, the parallelogram, the couple, and work. As regards the lateral effect of translation, the theory is nothing but a general development of our notion of multiplication; for what is a rectangle, ABCD, considered apart from arithmetical measure, but the effect or product of the translation of AB along AD ? and this we represent by writing AD before or after AB. But this method of representation is clearly incomplete when we put for AB and AD their numerical representations; and why? A_______ r> because the special superficial unit then is omitted. For, suppose A B =3, A D =4 ; then, if we say that the rectangle ABCD is the product of 3 and 4, or 12, we mean, 12 superficial units. Now, by omitting the superficial unit in our representation, we leave out all conception of the plane in which the rectangle lies. All that I have done above is to restore the superficial unit, and determine its proper representative symbol. As regards the longitudinal-effect (suggested by the conception of work), it appears that all units are absolutely equivalent, and therefore may be all confounded in the common symbol of unity.
I now proceed to give Applications of the Symbolic forms* u.v and uxv, &c. The geometrical applications which may be made of the principles and notation just explained are of great variety and importance ; but, as I am anxious to dwell chiefly on physical applications, I shall only touch on this part of the subject.
(59.) Surface symbolically considered.-In Symbolic Geometry the symbols of lines represent, not merely length but also direction. A line is supposed to be the geome trical effect of the motion of a tracing-point, and the equivalence of lines is con sidered altogether and exclusively with reference to the change which employ symbols to denote surfaces, not merely as numerical area, but also with reference to the manner in which they are generated by their tracing-lines; and we may also define the equivalence of surfaces altogether and exclusively with reference to the change which they represent in the position of the tracing-line. Thus, if ABA'B', BCB'C', ACA'C' be three parallelograms, and if we conceive them to be generated, respectively, by the translations of A'A along A'B', B'B along B'C', and A'A along A'C'; it is clear that (ABA'B') + (BCB'C') is equivalent to (ACA'C'), just in the same sense that (AB + BC) is equivalent to (AC). Again, if ABCD and A'B'C'D' be two parallelograms, AB and AD being respectively parallel and equal to A'B' and A'D', we may consider these parallelograms as equivalent to each other, in the same sense exactly that the lines AB and A'B' are regarded as equivalent. Only, just as it is necessary for the equivalence of AB and A'B', that they should be traced the same way by their re spective tracing-points, so it is necessary to the equivalence of ABCD and ABCD, that they should be traced the same way by their respective tracing-lines. Now here it is to be observed that a tracing-point is devoid of two important properties which c a tracing-line possesses ; I mean, direction and two-sidedness (if I may so speak). An arrow lying on# a plane, not only points in a particular direction, but has two distinct sides, right and left (see art. 34). Hence when we speak of lines described the same way by their tracing-points, and parallelograms described the same way by their tracing-lines, the expression " same w a y " includes much more in the the former case. For example, the parallelograms generated by the translation of AB along AD, and of DC along DA, though coincident, are.described opposite ways. Again, the parallelograms generated by the translation AB along AD, and of AD along AB, though coincident, are described opposite ways; for the former is described by a right-side motion, and the latter by a left-side (see art. 34).
(60.) Definition of Surface by reference to Lateral Translation.-It appears to m that the simplest way of including the considerations just alluded to in the general conception of surface requisite in Symbolical Geometry, is to define Surface by refer ence to the Lateral Effect of the Translation of one line along another. The Funda mental Assumption (article 29) is justified in this case, as appears from the remarks just made, and the peculiar relation u.v--v.u is naturally interpreted (see art. 34). I shall therefore define Surface in Symbolic Geometry to be the Lateral Effect of the Translation of one line along another. By " Effect'1 ' here I mean simple Geometrical effect, i. e. change of position in space. Also I only speak of lateral eff all notion of longitudinal effect is excluded by our ordinary conception of surface, and we may assume that no shifting which a line undergoes its own direction can generate surface.
(61.) Longitudinal Effect considered geometrically.-But though the shifting of a line in its own direction generates no surface, it produces alteration of position ; and hence it constitutes an important conception. The only difficulty, in considering the longitudinal effect geometrically, consists in this-How is it that all units of longi tudinal translation are equivalent (see arts. 36, 37), while those of lateral translation are not, and on what principle can this difference be interpreted ? The answer ap pears to be this: that a. ft denotes the effect of translating the unit /3 along the pendicular unites; that this operation conveys the conception of a particular plane, and we must think of a .(3, |3.y as different operations because they are performe different planes. On the contrary, the translation of cs along ee, or csx«, conveys no conception of a particular plane; in fact es x a and /3x(3 may be r in the same plane. Thus, that which before made the difference does not exist in this case.
Generally, u.v=u'.v', when the two parallelograms geneFlS-28-rated are equal in magnitude, and lie in the parallel planes; same plane; and consequently difference of magnitude only remains to constitute a difference between u x v and u 'xv1.
* Not
in but on a plane, that is, on one particular side of the plane; e. g. on the upper side of this sheet of paper, but u x u and u'xu' may be always considered as lying in the Again, as regards sign, there are fo u r var ( u) •( v)) both -f-, and ( u ) . v , w.( of the form u x v when v becomes identical with u ; inasmuch as v must be the same as u in sign as well as in m a g n i t u d e , and consequently the notation doe the variations (-u) x u and ux{-u). Now and (-u ) X (-u ) ,a nd these have both the same sign. Hence (supposing that u and v are units), since units of lateral translation may differ from each other in two particulars o n, na and since units of longitudinal translation are incapable of differing in these parti culars, we may see the interpretation of the result in art. 37, and its perfect consist ency with that in art. 36.
(70.) Symbol of a line drawn from a given Point.-If we assume that simple letters, such as u, v, w always denote lines of particular lengths and drawn in part directions, but all starting from the Origin of Coordinates O ; then the proper symbol for denoting a line v drawn from the point P, OP being u, will be v-{-u.v-\-uX v;
for v denotes the line v drawn from O, and u .v-\-u xv the lateral and longitudinal effects of translating it from O to P, which effects, as above stated, have reference only to the change of position of P. I shall reserve the consideration of this symbolization for a future occasion, as a striking instance of the same thing will be given in the next section. (71.) Equivalence of Parallel and Equal Translations.-As a necessary preliminary the Fundamental Assumption in art. 29 must be justified. To do this it is only neces sary to bear in mind that all statical problems are reducible to the case of balancing forces acting on the same rigid body. Now let AB and CD be any two parallel and equal lines in the same rigid ; join A and D, C and B ; the intersection E bisecting the two joining lines; and let P and Q be two equal parallel forces acting at A and D.
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Then P and Q are equivalent to P + Q at E, and P + Q at E is equivalent to P at B and Q at C. We may therefore translate P from A to B, provided we, at the same time, translate Q from D to C. Whence it follows that the translation of Q from C to D must be equivalent to the translation of P from A to B. Thus the fundamental assumption is justified.
(72.) Representation of Forces by Fines.-It will be remembe symbolic representation of forces by lines assumes the truth of the Parallelogram of Forces. As a matter of curiosity it may be asked, is it possible to apply this Sym bolization of Translation to prove the Parallelogram of forces, without assuming forces are represented by l i n e s ? It may be done very simply, and I give the pro here as an example of the application of the method.
It may be seen, on referring to art. 21 and the following articles, that there is no assumption whatever of the possibility of representing forces by lines generally. The arrow representing the translated magnitude is used merely as a conventional just as a letter in algebra. I therefore may apply the notation u.v to the present question, provided I consider v to be the symbol of a force, and not of a line repre senting that force. I must not however employ the reasoning in art. 32, for that distinctly assumes the point in question. The following then is the proof I shall give. Thus it appears that the notation u.v is capable of affording a si great fundamental theorem of Statics ; this application of the method is given, however, as I stated above, merely to show by example what can be done in this way. I may observe that the whole of the proof here given depends simply upon two things, the distributiveness of u . v ,and the fact that numerical coefficients may be brought out and incorporated by actual multiplication. I now proceed to give, generally, the mode of applying the notation to determine the conditions of equilibrium of a rigid body, or a system of particles. (74.) Remarkable symbolization of a Force acting Body. One of the most remarkable symbolizations which my proposed method leads to appears to me to be the following.
Let U denote a force (in magnitude and direction) acting at any assumed origin A. then IT + tt.U will completely denote the same force supposed to act at the point that is, at the point (P) whose distance from the origin is, symbolically, For if we apply the force at the origin A and then translate it to P, it will be the Fig. 32 . same thing as if we applied the force directly at P. Thus effect of force at P=effect at A (or U) +effect of translation from A to P. But, the lateral effect only of the translation need be considered, for the longitudinal effect is zero, inasmuch as we may suppose a force to act at any point of its line of direction on a rigid body. Hence the effect of the force acting at P is symbolically represented by the force U + lateral effect of translation, or U + m.U.
(75.) Symbol of a Couple.-Let the couple consist of two forces, U Fig-33 . at the point u, and -U at the point u ' :t h pletely represented, as regards their effect on the rigid body, by the expression ( U + « . U ) + ( -U + « '. ( -U ) ) or (u-u').XJ, which is the general symbol for a couple; as indeed is clear beforehand from the fact, that the couple is that which translates the force U from the point to the point ( u) , i.e. along the line (u-u1). It will be generally simpler to employ the symbol in the form u . X J, u here denoting, symbolically, the line drawn from the point of application of the force ( -U) to that of the force (U). The directrix of this, e. the axis of the couple, is D(w.U). we find 2w .U =D -1(Gy') = Gaf.j8' (arts. 48 and 16). Here a './3'denotes a unit-couple in a plane at right angles to y '; and thus the resultant is a couple G in this plane; G and y' being given by (1.) and (2.). Now by article 74 this is the expression for the effect of two forces, viz.-R, cos 0 in the direction y', an(i Ry sin 0i n the direction /3', 2 B the former acting at the origin, and the latter at a point whose distance from the origin is Q R sin~g drawn in the direction a'.
R" G,
y 'and y, are given by the equations (1), (2), (3), (4) above; a! is because it is at right angles to the plane {y'y,), and /3', because it is in the same plane, and at right angles to / . As regards we have, taking the longitudinal pro duct of (2.) and (4.), LX/+MY/+NZ/ LRy = y' x y,-cos 6.
(79.) Centre o f Parallel Forces.-Let the magnitudes of the parallel forces be R, R', R", &c., yy their common direction, and , u\ ", &c. their points of application. Then their combined effect is 2(Ry/) + 2(W.R yy) = (2R)y/+^f . ( 2 R ) 7(. Now, by art. 74> this is the symbol for a force 2R, acting in the direction y" and at a point whose distance from the origin is XRw S R ' SR# 2Ry._ . 2Rô r %R which expresses the common formulae for the centre of parallel forces. Again, if U denote any force acting on m, it is easy to see that the symbol of the work accumulated, while m is moving from the point u to the point u', is />«' / U x^. J u Lastly, if for U here we put the effective force, the effective work will be Hence it appears that the effective force is equivalent to the well-known expressions along and perpendicular to the radius vector, together with a third part, rW per pendicular to the plane of the orbit. Here put for its value, and there resultŝ a + n y /3 =^3 + constant (c/3' suppose*).
Multiply this longitudinally by (3, and, since S x « = 0 , (3x/3=l, and = cos 0, we find a , reo=j-j-c cos ;
or, since ny=^, this gives i = £ + i COS0, the well-known equation, 0 being the angle which a (the direction of the radius vector) makes with a! (an arbitrary constant direction). The manner in which the symbolic forms have effected this integration appears to me to be worthy of notice.
(84.) General Expression fo r the Momentum of a Rigid Body moving in any manner.-The Momentum of a particle (m), moving with a velocity is And this symbol represents the Momentum in direction as well as magnitude. Now momentum is really a f o r c e , estimated, however, somewhat differently from ordinary pressure, on the principle that the true dynamical effect of a force is proportional to absolute intensity and the time of its action conjointly'}-. Hence, regarding the momentum of ma s a force, its complete symbol will be (by art. 74), that is, a couple whose axis is Here A, B, C are the moments of inertia about the three principal axes, of which a, (3, y are supposed to be the directions; and al} oo2, a3 are the well-known component angular ve (86.) General Expression fo r the Energy of a Rigid Body moving in any .-I venture to suggest the word " e n e r g y" as a proper designat force by which the motion of a rigid body is produced, inasmuch as evepyeia means force actually exerted and e f f e c t i v e . The symbol, then, of the energ will be Now, observing that ' we (88.) General Expression for the ee Vis-Mortua " or Dead " on a Rigid Body. -I may use the almost obsolete word " Vis-Mortua" (which has been so well trans lated by the familiar expression C £ Dead Pull") in the sense in which it was originally employed to denote simple pressure or impressed force. I shall therefore designate the total mechanical effect of the impressed forces acting on a rigid body as the VisMortua or Dead Pull on that body. If U denote the force acting at the point we have, therefore, by art. 74, Vis-Mortua= 2 (U + . U) :
this of course is the same expression as that in art. 77-If we put, as before, u=u-\-u', this expression becomes SU +tt.SU +Sw M J. Here 2U+W .2U is the symbol of the force 2U acting at the point (u), and 2w'.U is (art. 75) the symbol of a couple.
(89.) As an example, the result of which I shall require in Sect. V., I shall calculate the Vis-Mortua of a rigid body acted on by the attraction of a distant particle m', taking the centre of gravity of the rigid body as origin, and a, (3, as the directions of the three principal axes; assuming also u! to denote the distance of r' the magnitude of ua nd r that of u. Here U is a force acting along the line joining the two points (u) and (u1), and inversely proportional to the square of the magnitude of that line. The line alluded to is u' -u, its magnitude is V (u'-u)x(u' -u), and its direction therefor
=^l +^r -J nearly.
Hence, observing that u .u = 0, and 2m w =0, we have (90.) The best way of defining that which is commonly called the Centrifugal Force appears to be the following, viz. that it is an imaginary force which may be introduced as a correction for the error of not taking into account the rotation of the radius vector r. Suppose P to denote the accelerating force acting along r, and let us for a moment forget that r has an angular velocity then we put but this is erroneous, and we must correct it for the rotation by adding to P the term r > as is well known. Hence we may regard the centrifugal force as a cor rection fo r neglected rotation.
Blit it only corrects the error so far as the motion along r is concerned; another correction (supposing still the rotation is neglected pr forgotten) is necessary to be applied at right angles to r, namely, the imaginary force Thus the true and complete correcting force is the resultant of the two forces
d Q Id
r It' and it l w JIt appears to me that the idea here suggested might be applied with great advantage to cases of motion on or near the earth's surface. The beautiful pendulum experi ment which made so much noise last year, and the various investigations respecting it, give great interest to such cases of motion. I propose therefore to investigate here, by the aid of the Symbolic Forms, the proper symbol of the imaginary force which corrects completely for the earth's rotation supposed to be neglected. By the aid of this symbol, it will be found that the greatest possible simplicity is intro duced into investigations such as those relating to the pendulum experiment. It will enable the investigator to forget altogether the earth's rotation in framing his equations of motion, and at the same time to correct error by the introduction of a simple term. = U -2D<y.-ny -(Da/.) w, . df Which is equivalent to (1.).
As regards terrestrial problems, however, the expression (2 .) admits of an important simplification ; for the accelerating force of gravity (g), which of course is included in U, is supposed to be the resultant of the earth's attraction, and the common centri fugal force. N ow this common centrifugal force is that which is conceived to be in As this therefore is included among the forces which U represents, it ought to be omitted in the equation (3.), Thus we find that
is the force which must he supposed to act on the point (u) as a correction for the neglected rotation.
We may, therefore, in all problems of motion relative to the earth, forget altoge* ther the earth's rotation, provided we introduce the force (5.), in addition to the ac celerating forces, whatever they may be, which are really in action upon the [joint ( ); it being understood that the common centrifugal force is allowed for in g. du • (92.) In (5.) -^-is the apparent velocity of the point u (apparent, that is, to an ob server unconscious of the earth's motion); and if n denote the earth's angular velo city, and y' the direction of the polar axis, <y=wy'. Thus (5.) becomes ■2nDy.^r. -ft will be the same as the in (6.), for all that we have to express by is the ap parent velocity of the point u. Hence, differentiating (8.) , and performing the operations indicated by 2raDy'., (6. which includes the three equations (10.), U denoting Xa-f-Y|3-f-Zy. The problem I shall choose will be that of the Pendulum Experiment. Now, for greater simplicity, I shall suppose that u represents a small excursion, and c a long string. On this supposition we may regard u as always horizontal. Also, if we put for y' its value (7.), the equation ( We have to substitute for T in (13.) its value derived from (14.), which on account of the smallness of n ,and the fact that T is multiplied by " in (13.), giv first approximation. Hence (13.) becomes Now g-B<siniV_1* indicates a uniform backward rotation of Asm #A /"1-f-Bs"^v_1 with an angular velocity n sin l. Thus it appears that the apparent curve of motion of the pendulum will be the same form as if the earth were fixed, only there will be a slow angular regression of the whole about the vertical as axis at the rate n sin l per second.
I may observe, in passing, that the simplest interpretation of (17.) is this ; that the motion of the point shall not proceed to a second approximation; which however is very easily effected by substituting for T in (13.) its complete value given by (14.), after having put for u in (14.) the value (17.) just obtained. The result is important, especially as regards motion near the equator. * Ae9^-1 denotes A turned out of its position (round y) through an angle and therefore u=Aentj -1 is an equation indicating that the motion of the point ( u) results from rotation round t the angle nt being described in the time t.
V. Hence the point ( u ' ) is rigidly connected with the origin and w and consequently (v!) is a point of the rigid body. Therefore, comparing (2.) and (3.), it appears that co does not vary when we pass from one point to another of the rigid This result is of great importance, and furnishes, in the simplest possible manner, every formula necessary for determining the motion of the rigid body.
( 3 about the axes a, /3, y respectively: for, by (4.), D^a ) . u (or ^Da.w) denotes a velocity of the point ( u ) resulting from an angular velocity col about the axis a, < v2D/3.w that resulting from co2 about /3, and that resulting from co3 about y and (6.) shows that the actual velocity of u is the resultant of these three velocities.
If we put for ui ts value x c & -\ -y f i -\ -z y , ( 6.) becomes immediat dũ dt= 2^)y+ ("2* -Whence it follows that the velocity of the point ( x y z ) is equivalent to the three com ponent velocities co2z -co3y parallel to x , co3x -coxz parallel to and coxy -:co2x parallel to ( 102.) The theory of the composition and resolution of angular velocities is com-pletely expressed by (4.); for, if it be required to find the effect of the superposition of two angular velocities represented by and we find by (4.) that the velocity produced by co in any point ( u) is velocity of ( u) will be the resultant of these, that is,
Now by (4.) D(co-\-co') . u is the effect of an angular velocity represented Hence it follows that the two angular velocities and superposed produce the same effect as the angular velocity *>+&/; and a-\ is of the two lines co and oj.
(103.) The equation of motion of a rigid body acted on by any forces (about its centre of gravity) is easily obtained as follows.
Let U denote the accelerating force in action on m, i, e. at the point (w); then, by Sect. III., we have This is the general equation of motion of a rigid body about a fixed point. It gives the three well-known equations immediately by equating the coefficients of a, /3, y*. But the equation (8.) as it stands is more available for the solution of problems, and furnishes results much more simply, than the three equations alluded to. Along with (8.) we must employ the equation
And these two are completely equivalent to the six equations commonly employed.
(104.) The line represented by the symbol A^a+ B^jS -bC^y has a remarkable relation to the instantaneous axis oo^+cofi+cofl which may be th Suppose the rigid body to undergo a distortion or unequal expansion of such a nature, that all lines in it parallel to a become A times longer than before, all lines parallel to /3, B times longer, and all lines parallel to y, C times longer. The effect of this will be to convert the unit a into Aa, j3 into B(3, y into C y ; and thus the line will be converted into A a^a-fB^-l-C^y. This latter line, therefore, I may call the Distorted Instantaneous Axis.
(105.) The distortion here alluded to is one of great importance to be noted, because it indicates an operation which has immediate connection with many remarkable physical phenomena as well as with various theories in Solid Geometry. As regards its geometrical meaning, if we conceive the rigid body to be a solid composed of spherical shells having a common centre at the origin, each shell will be converted into an ellipsoid by the distortion. The sphere whose radius is unity will be changed into an ellipsoid whose axes are Aa, B/3, C y; and the axes of the other ellipsoids will be parallel and proportional to these.
The line represented by the symbol Aa+B(3-1-Cy is an important determining element. If we assume to denote what becomes in consequence of the distortion, it may be easily seen that*/ is a distributive function of co and Aa-f-B/3-j-Cy; and from this fact a number of curious symbolical relations may be deduced. But I must not dwell upon this subject of distortion now further than my immediate purpose requires. This equation gives the velocity of the point relatively to the rigid body. Now it is clear that if we can solve ( 10.) and (12.) the motion of the rigid body is determined ; for we shall then know (by ( 12.)) how the line oJ moves in the rigid body, and by (1 0 ) how cJ moves in space-, and thus, by the intervention obtain the motion of the rigid body in space.
(107.) As an example of this I shall take the case of the earth attracted by the sun, and point out briefly how (10.) and ( 12.) determine the motion of the polar axis. In this case A = B , and C = (l+ ?i)A , when X is a small numbers also the instantaneous axis to very nearly coincides in direction with the polar axis y. Hence, and by art. 89, we have co -A (to-\-' hto3 2mD u. U = A^D . +X*'y).
Here u' denotes (symbolically) the sun's distance, r' is the magnitude of the sun's mass.
Thus, observing that D u .u!and In the terms multiplied by \ we may approximate on the supposition that y is fixed and to=ny, where n is the earth's angular velocity about its polar axis. This reduces the two equations to dw 3ml lr^-7-(13.) Now let us take new directions (a', (3', y') so, that shall coin the polar axis y, while the plane (a'y) contains the sun's distance ; u'-x'ot!-{-z'y Dw'.y= -x'(3' ; wherefore (14.) becomes S H -# " > ' • The coefficient of (3' here, being multiplied by may be regarded as invariable during one day, inasmuch as x' and z1 take a year to go through their values: c > implies that the earth is considered as fixed, the sun, and therefore the direction , must be supposed to revolve about y from east to west, through 360° in the day.
S ou The velocity therefore is constant in magnitude but changes its direction (which is always perpendicular to y) uniformly through 360° in the day. It appears there fore that the point (& >) describes a daily circle, and therefore the line eo describes a daily cone about y. From this it follows (observing that a and y make a very small angle with each other), that the mean daily angular motion in space of y and that of the direction of co (manifestly ~ very nearly) are identical. Wherefore If now we assume y' to be at right angles to the plane of the ecliptic, and oc' to point towards the first point of Aries, we have u'=r'(a,' cos n't-\-(3' sin n't), where n't is the sun's longitude, n'2 being -%• Wherefore, observing that y is at right angles to a!, we find n (yX/31 ) sin n't (cos wTDa'.y-f-sin n'tD(3'.y).
If we integrate this between the limits 0 and y , we find the annual variation of y, which therefore is 3n'\7r n (yX/3')D(3f.y.
This represents in magnitude and direction the actual space described by the point (y) in one year, i. e. the angular motion of the pole, or the precession. If w denote the obliquity of the ecliptic, y = y' COS n s■ T^ s i n 7ff, and .*. yX |3'= sin sr D(3' .y=a,1 C O S cr.
Wherefore the annual precession of the pole is /3 . \ , l -cos 37 sin ts ) a , cd indicating that its direction is perpendicular to the solstitial colure, and retro grade as regards the sun's motion. I have gone through this example because in every step it shows the use of the symbolic forms.
VI. A pplication of the Symbolic Forms to Physical Optics.
(108.) The use of the symbolic forms u.v and in Physical Optics is very remarkable; but as this paper is already so long, I can only just allude to the subject.
In The symbol H has a very important signification when written before any quan tity, U, which is a function of x, y and %: for the dire direction perpendicular to ivhich there is no variation ofXJ; while the magnitude of flU is the rate of variation of U in that d i r e , i. e. of the medium in the direction of HU.
Again, Clxv denotes the rarefaction of the medium, at the point (u), resulting from the displacements represented by v; while Cl.v denotes, magnitude a Lateral disarrangement of the medium.
It is clear, therefore, that the symbolic forms u.v and u x v must be of great use in Physical Optics; indeed the facility they give of following out investigations respect ing undulatory movements is so great, that the whole subject of reflexion and re fraction, in crystallized as well as in uncrystallized media, and the mathematical ex planations of the phenomena connected with polarization, double refraction, &c., may be reduced to a state of simplicity which could hardly be expected in such a difficult subject.
(109.) In the paper above alluded to, I obtained also the equation of vibratory motion generally, for any crystallized medium, without any of those assumptions which mathematicians have found it necessary to make in order to render the inves tigation manageable; especially, without assuming the vibrations of a plane polarized ray to be in the plane of polarization, which appears to me to be a highly objection able assumption. By the aid of the symbolic forms, the general equation of vibratory motion, where the transmission of transverse vibrations is possible, is thus expressed : For transverse vibrations the rarefaction (flx^) (see above) is zero, which further simplifies (3.) and (4.). By equating the coefficients of a, (3, in (4.), thus simplified, we obtain MacCullagh's three equations. The equation (3.) coincides in every way with Fresnel's theory.
